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Abstract
JBIG is a new binary image compression standard that is designed to handle both text
and halftoned documents. It significantly outperforms the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4
standards especially on halftoned documents. The JBIG standard is based on an arith
metic encoder, and it features adaptive probability estimation, adaptive templates, and
three different types of prediction. It also allows either sequential or progressive com
pression of image data.
A brief discussion of information theory is given as it applies to image compression.
The JBIG algorithm is described, and several techniques are developed to efficiently im
plement the algorithm in software. The most important techniques include an efficient
scheme for building the context that are required, and taking advantage of large all-
white or all-black regions of images by designing very efficient loops for processing
those areas. Other techniques are also discussed, such as, efficient implementation of
deterministic prediction, and an improvedmethod for handling the conditional exchange
condition. Timing information is given for the final implementation on several plat
forms. The JBIG algorithm is compared with the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 algo
rithms, and it is tested in noisy environments.
1 Introduction of Compression Concepts
Within digital computer equipment, information is represented as a series of symbols
that are encoded as binary numbers. Almost any information can be represented this
way including character based data such as reports and computer programs, databases of
numbers representing scientific information or accounting information, and digital im
ages. Information of this type can be stored in several ways, but the storage space is
often costly. In addition, the information can be transmitted from one place to another,
but when large amounts of data are transferred, it can take a long time.
To overcome the problems of storage and transmission time, it is often useful to convert
the information into a more compact representation. The resulting data requires less
storage and can be transmitted much more quickly. The process of converting the data
is often called "data
compression."
When the data represents a picture, the process is
known as "image
compression."
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the concepts of image compression that are
necessary to have an understanding of the JBIG (Joint Bi-level Image experts Group)
compression standard [1]. Before this can be accomplished, it is important to under
stand why compression of digital images is useful. Next, a few basic concepts of infor
mation theory will be introduced. This will be followed by a discussion of an impracti
cal but instructional encoding technique known as Elias coding [2]. Lastly, arithmetic
coding will be
introduced. Arithmetic coding is an algorithm that solves the shortcom
ings ofElias coding, and it is the heart of the JBIG standard.
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1.1 Compression of Binary Images
In a greatmany applications it is useful to use numbers in a computer to represent a pic
ture or image. This can be done a number of different ways. In general, an original
scene or document is sampled at discrete locations by an analog sensor that is capable of
sensing the brightness of the image within a sample as illustrated in figure 1. Each
sample, or pixel (short for picture element) is then converted to a number that represents
the brightness of the image within the sample. The number of bits used to represent
each pixel can range anywhere from 1 to 16. In many applications, the pixels are stored
as an 8-bit quantity so that the numbers are in the range of 0 to 255. In many business
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Figure 1 Formation of a digital Image
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applications, where images are generally comprised of black and white text documents
each pixel is stored as a 1-bit number. These 1-bit images are known as binary images.
An example of the use of binary images in a business application is a facsimile machine.
A typical FAX machine scans an 8.5 x 11 inch sheet of paper and generates a 1728 x
1 100 pixel image. The resulting image contains 1,900,800 pixels. Since most FAXma
chines transmit data through a phone line at 9600 bits/second, it would take about 3
minutes and 20 seconds to transmit the entire image. For most documents, however, it
is possible to compress the image to 1/10th of its original size or less. This is accom
plished through the use of standard FAX compression algorithms. As a result, most
documents can be transmitted in 20 seconds or less.
Another application in which binary images are common is in binary printers such as
laser printers. Since most laser printers print 300 dots per inch or more, a full page im
age requires 8,415,000 pixels. In other words, a standard high-density PC floppy could
only hold one full page image, If the images are compressed, however, it is possible to
store as many as 10-20 full-page images on a single floppy disk.
1 .2 Basic Information Theory
To have any understanding of the underlying
concepts of image compression in general,
and the JBIG standard in particular, it is necessary to be aware of some of the funda
mental concepts of information theory. In this section, a few of the basic concepts will
be discussed briefly and informally. The foundation for this theory was developed by
Shannon [3] in 1948. For a more complete introduction to information theory as it re
lates to image compression see Rabbani and Jones [4]. For a thorough discussion of
background and uses of information theory see refs. [5-6].
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A binary image is one example of a source of information. When it is sent to a laser
printer, each binary pixel represents information for the printer. The pixel tells the
printer whether to print a black dot at a specific location or not. Another example of a
source of information is English text. In this case, the reader examines each character in
the text and extracts information from it.
In general, it is possible to define an information source, 5, that generates a series of
symbols as shown in figure 2. Each symbol emitted by S is part of a fixed finite alpha
bet of size n,soS={si, ^ > s } , and the probability of any symbol, s-, in the alpha
bet is a known fixed value pis,). If each symbol released by the source is statistically
independent of all other symbols released by S, then S is known as a Discrete
Memo-
ryless Source (DMS) [4].
To understand the information carried by these symbols, consider a person receiving the
symbols from a DMS. When receiving symbols, the receiver might guess that the in
coming symbol will be the highest probability symbol. If he receives the symbol he
ex
pected, he is not surprised. In other words, the symbol carried httle information. On the
other hand, if the receiver receives a low probability symbol, he is very surprised. The
low probability symbol represents an event that was not expected, so it carries much
more information. In general, it is true that the amount of information carried by a sym
bol is inversely related to the probability of the symbol. If the information carried by a
Source S + s?c *b'
Figure 2 General Information Source
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symbol
^ is encoded by a binary alphabet for use in a digital system, it is given by the
equation
I(s.) =-log2p(5f) (1)
Since the DMS generates symbols with a known probability, the average information
per symbol can be calculated by summing the information generated by each symbol in
the alphabet weighted by the probability of the symbol occurring as given by the equa
tion
H(S) = jy(Si)I(Si) =-Yj>(Si)log p(st) ( 2 )
The quantityH(S) is known as the entropy of source S. It represents the average amount
of information that the source, 5, can generate. It is a useful quantity because it repre
sents the average theoretical limit of algorithms that encode the symbols using a binary
alphabet. According to Shannon's noiseless source coding theorem, no uniquely decod-
able code can have an average length less thatH(S).
As an example, consider a DMS generating bits for a binary image, S = [ 0, 1 } . Any
two symbols generated by the source are statistically independent, and the probabilities
of the two output symbols are fixed. If the two symbols are equally probable, i.e. p(0) =
p(l)
= 0.5, then by using equation 2, the entropy of the source is calculated to be 1.0 bit
per pixel. This means that trying to compress an image generated by the source would
be fruitless because the entropy of the source is equal to the number of bits in the sym
bol sequence without compression. If the probabilities of the two symbols are unequal,
however, the average amount of information per symbol would be lower and compres
sion would be possible. Consider a binary DMS where p(0) = 0.95 andp(l) = 0.05. In
this case, according to equation 2, the entropy of the source is 0.29 bits per pixel. This
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means that compressing an image generated by the source could be a useful step be
cause it should be possible to compress the image to about a third of its original size.
While this example is useful for illustrating the concept of entropy, it is limited because
typical information sources are not statistically independent. Imagine a person reading
English text one character at a time. If he sees the string 'exampl', he can easily guess
with a high degree of accuracy that the next character is an 'e'. In this case, the V car
ries very little information because the reader knows that the probability of an V is un
usually high based on knowledge of the previous symbols. In a similar manner, it can
be shown that pixels in an image are statistically related to their neighbors. Therefore,
the Discrete Memoryless Source is not an accuratemodel formost image data.
A better model for image information is aMarkov Source [4]. An m order Markov
Source is a source in which the probability of occurrence of a symbol is conditionally
dependent on m previous symbols. The probability of a symbol, s- is denoted as
p( sAS) where i
= 1, 2, ..., n and S is a vector of m previous symbols
Since each of the m previous symbols in the S vector has n possible values, an m order
Markov source has
nm
possible states. Within each state, the Markov source is similar
to a DMS in that each of the n possible symbols has a fixed probability. Therefore, the
entropy of a single state of the
Markov source, SM, is given by
H(SM) =-Yp(Si\ S)log p(Si\ S) ( 3 )
i=l
for 1 <M < nm. The overall entropy of theMarkov source is the sum of the entropies of
each state times the probability that the state can occur
H(S) = Jj>(Sj)H(SP <4>
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It is important to note that the entropy of a source that is modeled as aMarkov source is
always less than or equal to the entropy of a source that is modeled as a DMS. This is
because the Markov source takes advantage of the local information to make an im
proved prediction of the emitted symbols. As a result, on average, the symbols carry
less information.
When a binary image is modeled as an m orderMarkov source, the probability of each
pixel is dependent on m previously transmitted pixels. Typically, the pixels are selected
to be the m pixels closest to the pixel of interest. These nearby pixels that are used to
encode a pixel are known as the pixel's context or the pixel's neighborhood. Figure 3
shows a typical context for a 4 orderMarkov model in which the values of pixels Xq,
Xj,X2, and x? form the vector S.
While the Markov model is a significant improvement over the Discrete Memoryless
Source, it still has two drawbacks. First, the complexity of the encoding algorithm
grows quickly as m gets larger because the number of possible states grows exponen
tially. Since binary image data has only two possible symbols in its alphabet, the size of
the context can be 10 or 12 pixels, as used by the JBIG algorithm, without unusually
large memory requirements. Secondly, the improvement supplied by theMarkovmodel
is dependent on knowing the conditional probabilities to more accurately predict each






Figure 3 Example Pixel context (or neighborhood)
for a 4th order Markov Source
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Markov model are the same for all binary images. In fact, the conditional probabilities
can change dramatically from image to image. To overcome this problem, the JBIG
standard uses an adaptive probability estimate technique that allows the algorithm to
"learn"
the conditional probabilities for each image. This mechanism for this will be
explained in section 2.5.
To summarize, the information content of a set of symbols has been described in terms
of entropy. It has been asserted that the entropy of a source can be calculated based on a
statistical model of the generated symbols. It has also been implied that a sequence of
symbols generated by an information source can be encoded using a binary alphabet into
a data stream that is approximately the same size as the entropy of the data. Therefore,
if an information source is modeled to create an accurate and biased probability estimate
for predicting symbols based on a local context of each symbol, the entropy of a source
can be reduced, thereby reducing the size of the output binary data. Nothing has been
said about how the symbols are encoded to generate this compressed output data stream.
In fact, there are several well known and simple algorithms for encoding symbols such
as Huffman coding [7] and run-length coding [8] that are often used. These algorithms
use variable length binary codes to represent one or more source symbols. While these
techniques are simple to use, they are not included in the JBIG standard, and will not be
discussed here. Within JBIG, the estimated probabilities of each symbol are encoded
using a relatively new technique known as arithmetic coding. This is based on an older,
but impractical encoding algorithm known as Elias coding.
1.3 Elias Coding
The technique known as Elias coding was introduced by Elias [2] as an algorithm for
encoding a sequence of symbols very efficiendy,
i.e. the average number of bits re-
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quired to encode a sequence of symbols is close to the entropy of the sequence. The
drawback of the technique is that it is not implementable for image compression be
cause it requires the use of extremely large registers. Regardless of its implementation
limitations, it is instructional to understand of the basic concepts of Elias coding as a
basis for understanding arithmetic coding which will be discussed in section 1.4.
In Elias coding, a string of symbols generated by a source, S, is encoded as a binary real
number in the range of [0, 1) by recursively subdividing probability intervals. Figure 4
shows a graphical representation of this type of subdivision. The entire initial region is
divided into two intervals proportional to the probabilities of 0 and 1. When a symbol is
encoded, its subinterval is selected and proportionally subdivided for the next symbol.
This continues until the entire string is encoded.
To be more precise, consider a series of binary symbols to be encoded in which 0 is the
most probable symbol and has a probability of occurrence equal to p. 1 is the least
probable symbol and has a probability of occurrence equal to q or 1












Symbol to be coded: 0 0 0
Figure 4 Example of recursive probability
interval subdivision in Elias coding.
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of these symbols, the real number range [0, 1) is subdivided into two intervals, [0, p)
representing the symbol 0, and fp, 1) representing the symbol 1. If the symbol 0 is
coded, then the interval [0, p) is subdivided again into regions that are proportional to p
2 1
and q, namely [0, p ) for 0, and [p , p) for 1. If instead of transmitting the first symbol
as a 0, the first symbol had been a 1, then the new interval would have been [p, 1), and it
would have been subdivided into regions proportional to p and q, [p, p+qp) for 0, and
[p+qp, 1) for 1. This procedure of recursively dividing a subinterval into two new
sub-
intervals that are proportional to the probabilities of the symbols being transmitted is re
peated for each symbol that is to be transmitted until the the entire message is sent.
From the above example, the following characteristics can be seen:
After transmitting two symbols, the interval [0.0, 1.0) could have been subdivided
into one of four possible intervals. In general, after transmitting n symbols the in
itial interval could have been subdivided into one of
2n
possible intervals.
None of the possible intervals overlaps any other interval at any point.
The subintervals cover the entire original range of [0.0, 1 .0).
For n input symbols are being transmitted, the original interval of [0.0, 1.0) will be
subdivided in such a way, that every point in the original interval will be associated
with exacdy one of the final possible
subintervals.
After encoding n symbols, a final
subinterval is selected. This subinterval can be de
scribed by the value of the first point in the interval and the
width of the interval (the
distance to the first point in the next interval). The width of this final interval, w, is
given by the equation
v = f[p(Si) ( 5 )
i=l
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Where p( s- ) is the probability of the i symbol in the string. The reason that this is
important is that w is exacdy equal to the joint probability that the entire string will oc
cur. Based on the discussion in section 1.2, it should be clear that the entropy of the
entire string generated by source 5 is
/5=-log2w (6)
Once the final subinterval is selected, it can be uniquely identified by encoding any
point within the subinterval as a binary fraction. This is done by creating a binary
num-
-1 -2
ber, b-ibj-.- that is interpreted asferx2 + bj^2 + .... A decoder that receives this
faction can identify the subinterval that contains this point, and therefore, completely
decode the entire string.
To determine the best choice ofpoints to encode, the value of the beginning of the inter
val is encoded and the first |7e 1 bits of the binary fraction are used, where 11 represents
the ceiling function. The resulting fraction represents the shortest possible binary code
to transmit the information of the string and must be within the final subinterval because
w^lM
(7)
So far in this discussion of Elias coding, it has been assumed that the probabilitiesp and
q are fixed and globally
known by both the encoder and decoder. As seen in the exam
ple of aMarkov source in section 1 .2, however, the entropy of a set of data can be low
ered by using a local context to make better predictions
of each new symbol. If the in
formation source is modeled as a Markov source, the probabilities that are used to
subdivide each interval must change from symbol to symbol depending on the current
Markov state. This added complication does not change anything in the previous dis
cussion. In general, as long as the probabilities used for each symbol are causally
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known by both the encoder and decoder, the Elias coding algorithm could optimally en
code and uniquely decode any string.
The major drawback of the Elias algorithm is that encoding a string of arbitrary length
requires infinite precision registers. When encoding a binary image consisting of mil
lions of pixels, registers that are several million bits long could be required to store the
location of the beginning of the interval and the currentwidth of the interval. This prob
lem and others related to it are overcome by a compression technique known as
arithmetic coding.
1.4 Arithmetic Coding
Arithmetic coding [9-13] is a relatively new encoding technique that is the central cod
ing algorithm for the JBIG compression standard. While it is similar in concept to Elias
coding, it overcomes the infinite precision problems. This is accomplished by using a
rescaling procedure that slides a fixed
precision window on the infinite precision regis
ters of Elias coding.
In this section, a brief description of the JBIG arithmetic encoding algorithm is given to
introduce the basic concepts and properties of the algorithm. For a more precise defini
tion of the algorithm see the JBIG specification [1]. Formore background on the imple
mentation of arithmetic coding algorithms, it is useful to study a well documented arith
metic encoding algorithm
developed IBM known as the Q-coder [14-16].
For an arithmetic coder, a fixed number of bits is allocated for encoding the probability
of a symbol. In JBIG, 16 bits are allocated. Two registers of this depth are required,
one to keep track of the width of the
current subinterval ( A ), and one to keep track of
the bottom of the subinterval ( C ). These registers define the current subinterval ex
actly as in the Elias coding
algorithm except that each time the width of the interval (the
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A register) falls below one half, both registers are doubled repeatedly until the A register
is above the one half level. This scaling process is known as renormalization and it ef
fectively slides both registers down the arithmetic axis of the two Elias values as shown
in figure 5 until the first 1 bit in the fractional representation of the Elias interval is the
high order bit in the arithmetic A register. The bits shifted out of the C register are the
bits that are transmitted as part of the encoded data stream with one exception which is
known as the carry propagation problem.
The carry propagation problem is caused by the fact that the value of the beginning of
the Elias subinterval will always stay the same or increase. When it increases, the value
of the arithmetic C register can overflow. The result of the binary overflow will be that
all l's above the C register will be flipped to O's and the first 0 before the C registerwill
be flipped to a 1. In general, this carry problem can be handled a couple of different
ways. The JBIG algorithm keeps the last output byte that contained a zero and a count
of the number of "all
1"
bytes (255 's) that have occurred since. When an overflow oc
curs, the last byte containing a zero is incremented and transmitted and the 255 bytes are
transmitted as 0 bytes.
Elias IntervalWidth: 0000 ... 0000
A - Register
0000lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Elias Interval Start: xxxx ... xxxx
C - Register
0000XXX XX XXXX XX XX XXX
Figure 5 Alignment of the arithmetic coding registers
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Another important concept to understand about the arithmetic coder is the fact that it is
computationally efficient. When encoding a binary symbol, the most probable symbol
will be encoded a high percentage of the time. When this occurs, the A register is re
duced by the size of the least probable subinterval. The exact size of the least probable
subinterval is the product of the current interval size, A, and the probability of the least
probable symbol, q. Since the multiply is undesirable, it is avoided by replacing A with
the statistical average of A, which is a constant. By using the statistical average ofA,
the following approximation is made to calculate an estimate of the least probable inter
val, for every possible value of q
qXA~qXa = qe (8)
where a is the average over the probability density ofA, and qg
is the resulting estimate
of the least probable subinterval size. Since the normalized value of A is bounded be
tween 0.5 and 1, the value ofA can be replaced by a without introducing a large error.
Since q is known for every value of q, it
can be stored in a table and found without the
need for a multiply. As a result, the only required operation when encoding a most
probable symbol is the update for the A register given by
A<-A-qe (9)
When the least probable symbol is encoded theA and C registers are changed as follows
C+-C+A-qe
A - qe
Even though the approximation of the q interval can simplify the arithmetic calculations
without imposing a large coding inefficiency, it does cause one
anomaly. Since the esti
mation of the q interval is
independent of the current interval size, when the interval, A,
is small only slightly larger
than 0.5, the least probable subinterval can actually become
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larger than the most probable subinterval. This can cause a fairly large inefficiency.
Since this condition can be causally detected by a decoder, it can be corrected by both
the encoder and decoder by using the least probable subinterval to encode the most
probable symbol and using the most probable subinterval to encode the least probable
symbol. This strategy is known as conditional exchange and it is used in the JBIG arith
metic encoder.
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2 Description of the JBIG Image Compression
Standard
In this chapter, a general description of the JBIG compression standard will be given.
This is not intended to be a complete definition of the standard. Instead, each of the
components of the algorithmwill be discussed so that the reader has an understanding of
the issues and complexities related to the algorithm. With this understanding, the reader
should be aware of the need to develop efficient techniques for implementing the full
algorithm.
This discussion is provided as an introduction to the optimization steps discussed in the
next chapter. Since these optimizations only deal with issues in a JBIG compressor, the
details of the decompressor are not discussed here. For information about the JBIG de
compressor and a more detailed description of the JBIG compressor, the reader is re
ferred to the JBIG specification [1].
2.1 Purpose of JBIG
Work on JBIG (Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group) began in 1988. Its purpose was to
define a standard, CCITT T.82 and ISO 11544, for compressing binary image data for a
wide range of applications. These applications include such areas as facsimile, audiog-
raphic teleconferencing, and image databases. To fulfill the requirements of these appli
cations andmany more, the algorithm needed to be flexible enough to perform well over
a wide range of image types and imaging systems.
Prior to JBIG, the primary binary image compression standards in the world were the
CCITT Group 3 [17] and Group 4 [18] standards. These standards are reviewed and
compared with the JBIG standard by Urban [19]. They use a modified Huffman code to
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one dimensionally encode runs of consecutive white and black pixels on every k line
of the image. Between the one dimensionally encoded lines, the lines are processed by
encoding differences between two consecutive lines using a technique known as Modi
fied READ (Relative Element Address Designate). Since the Huffman codes used by
these standards were designed specifically for text business documents, the algorithms
perform well on that type of document. Halftoned images, however, have distinctly dif
ferent characteristics from text documents. As a result, halftoned images are not com
pressed well by CCITT Group 3 and Group 4. In fact, the result of using Group 3 or
Group 4 on a halftoned image is normally a larger file than the original, because these
algorithms cannot adapt to the local statistics of a halftoned image. They often expand
the document instead of compressing it.
JBIG was developed to be a significant improvement over Group 3 and Group 4. Spe
cifically, it was desired that the JBIG algorithm provide the following improvements
over the previous standards:
1 . provide improved compression for text and line art documents (see section 4.3),
2. provide significant compression of halftoned documents (see section 4.3), and
3. provide the ability to transmit images progressively as well as sequentially (see sec
tion 2.2).
To accomplish these goals, it was necessary to develop an algorithm that was signifi
cantly more
complex than Group 3 or Group 4. This extra complexity is possible be
cause of advances in integrated circuit technology and microprocessor performance.
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2.2 Sequential vs. Progressive Processing
In many image processing applications, an image is processed at full resolution from left
to right and from top to bottom in a single pass. This type of processing is known as
sequential processing. CCiTT Group 3 and Group 4 are examples of sequential com
pression algorithms. Sequential applications are normally simpler and relatively inex
pensive to implement because it is not necessary to store an entire image in a page
buffer. The disadvantage of sequential compression algorithms is that image data must
be processed at full resolution before a user can view the image. Since this can take a
significant amount of time, it is not optimal for many applications.
In other applications, it can be useful to transmit a low resolution version of an image
that can be displayed to the user almost immediately. Increasingly higher resolution
versions of the image are transmitted so that the image displayed to the user is steadily
improved. This type of processing is known as progressive processing. Progressive
transmission of images is useful for two reasons:
1. Improved user interaction: Since a representation of the full image is presented to
a user very quickly, it takes much less time for the user to recognize and the respond
to the image. If the user is interested in the image, the user can wait for the full
image to be transmitted. On the other hand, if the user is not interested in the image,
it would be possible to terminate the transmission without waiting. This feature is
very important in image browsing applications where a user is searching though a
long list of available images.
2. Supporting peripherals with differing resolutions: Images can be compressed
and stored in an image database and still used on a variety of peripherals at several
different resolutions. For instance, an image could be extracted from a database for
display on a 75 DPI CRT display very quickly by ignoring the higher resolution
ver-
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sion of the image. The same image could be printed at appropriate resolutions on a
300 DPI printer or a 600 DPI printer.
The disadvantage of progressive algorithms is that they require a page buffer to store the
entire image. This adds to the cost and complexity of the system.
The algorithm defined by the JBIG standard can operate both sequentially and progres
sively. In addition, JBIG provides a mode known as progressive-compatible sequential
mode. In this mode, an image is divided into horizontal sections called stripes. The
stripe is decomposed into the required resolution layers and compressed as in progres
sive mode. The advantage of this mode is that it only requires enough memory to buffer
a stripe instead of the entire image. The compressed data for progressive and
progressive-compatible sequential modes is exactly the same; it is simply stored in a dif
ferent order. As a result, images can be stored in an image database and transmitted in
progressive mode to a CRT or in progressive-compatible sequential mode to a binary
printer.
The choice of progressive or sequential processing is dependent on the needs of the ap
plication. It usually has very little effect on the overall compression rate of an image,
although progressive processing does require more processing time because each of the
resolution layers must be compressed.
When progressive processing is used, a new low resolution pixel is created for each 4
high resolution pixels. Figure 6 shows how this is normally represented notationally.
Figure 6 Four phases of high resolution pixels
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The circle represents a low resolution pixel and the four squares represent the four high
resolution pixels associated with it. The position of the high resolution pixel relative to
the low resolution pixel is known as the spatial phase of the high resolution pixel.
2.3 Resolution Reduction
For the JBIG algorithm to compress progressively, it is first necessary to create each of
the low resolution images. To create a low resolution image, a high resolution image is
processed by an algorithm that creates a new image that is half the height and half the
width of the high resolution image. This process is repeated for each new resolution
that is needed. Figure 7 illustrates this process for two reductions. Each of these images
is then compressed. A decompressor begins by decoding the low resolution image and
builds up to the desired high resolution image.
The JBIG specification defines a default resolution reduction algorithm, although it is






Figure 7 Resolution Reduction of an image
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The default resolution reduction algorithm uses a table to generate new low resolution
pixels so that the implementation is efficient. It is based on a filter that is designed to
preserve the average density of any area. Some exceptions to the filter design are made
to the table to improve the quality of the resulting low resolution images. The excep
tions are made to improve the ability of the algorithm to preserves edges, lines, periodic
patterns and dither patterns. Pixels in the neighborhood of the new low resolution pixel
are used to index the resolution reduction table. The order of the pixels is shown in fig
ure 8. Examples of low resolution images are shown in Appendix C.2.
(>








Figure 8 Context for Resolution Reduction
2.4 Prediction
The JBIG standard uses three different algorithms to predict pixels. One for the lowest
resolution layer and two for differential layers (all layers but the lowest resolution). If
one or more of these algorithms determines that a pixel is predictable, then it is not en
coded because it can be predicted by the decoder. Each of these prediction algorithms
can be enabled or disabled depending on the desired complexity of an implementation.
Two of these prediction algorithms, one for the lowest resolution layer, and one for all
other layers, are known as typical predictors. They are called
"typical"
because they
predict events that are typically true, but not always true. At the beginning of each line,
a pseudo-pixel is encoded to tell the decoder whether or not the condition is true for the
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entire line. If the condition is true, then the algorithm can predict pixels; otherwise, the
algorithm is inactive for that line.
The third prediction algorithm is known as deterministic prediction. This algorithm
uses a knowledge of the resolution reduction to determine when only one value is possi
ble for a pixel.
2.4.1 Differential Layer Typical Prediction
The purpose of differential layer typical prediction (DTP) is to predict solid areas of an
image. The algorithm works on the assumption that if all of the pixels in a three by
three neighborhood of a low resolution image are the same color, then the four high
resolution pixels associated with the center low resolution pixel are the same color as
the neighborhood. Figure 9 illustrates the pixels used in this assumption. While this is
not always true, it is valid most of the time. When differential layer typical prediction is
enabled the assumption is tested for two lines at a time to determine if it is valid for that
pair of lines (two lines are used because all four high resolution pixels are tested). If the
assumption is true, then the lines are said to be typical. A pseudo-pixel is then encoded
Figure 9 Context for differential layer typical prediction.
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at the beginning of the first line to tell the decoder whether or not the assumption is
valid.
When a pair of image lines is found to be typical, it means that this is a solid area, and
all of the pixels can be skipped. The decoder will know how to generate the pixels just
by reading the value of the pseudo-pixel. Sincemost documents contain a large amount
of solid area (especially white background), many of the pixels in the document can be
skipped. As a result, software implementations of the algorithm will run much faster.
This is the entire purpose of the DTP algorithm.
In general, differential layer typical prediction has very little effect on the compression
performance of the JBIG algorithm. In fact, enabling this feature often reduces the com
pression ratio slighdy. The reason for this is that the pixels that are skipped carry al
most no information (which is why the DTP assumption is normally valid). Removing
these pixels has almost no effect on the overall entropy of the document. However, for
each pair of lines a new pseudo pixel is encoded. The probabilities associated with this
pseudo-pixel are much less biased than the skipped pixels, and therefore, carry more in
formation. As a result, the total entropy of the document does not change significantiy.
2.4.2 Lowest Resolution Typical Prediction
The algorithm used for typical prediction in the differential layer assumes the presence
of a lower resolution image. When the lowest resolution layer is encoded (or the only
resolution layer for sequential processing), a separate algorithm is needed. In this case,
JBIG defines a lowest resolution layer typical prediction algorithm (also known as base
layer typical prediction or BTP) that simply tests two consecutive lines to determine if
they are exactly the
same. If the lines are found to be the same, a pseudo-pixel is en
coded to transmit the information, and the entire line is skipped with no further
process-
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ing. If the lines are not the same, then the pseudo-pixel is encoded differently, and the
rest of the line is processed normally.
Typical prediction is most useful for processing blank lines within the image. For this
reason a high percentage of the pixels in most simple business documents do not need to
be processed. As with differential layer typical prediction, this greatly improves the
speed of a software implementation, but is has little effect on the compression ratios of
the algorithm.
2.4.3 Deterministic Prediction
The purpose of deterministic prediction (DP) is to remove the necessity of encoding re
dundant information between a low resolution image and a high resolution image. Since
the low resolution image must be similar in appearance to the high resolution image,
there are cases where high resolution pixels can be identified as having only one possi
ble value. This can be done because a known algorithm is used to do the resolution re
duction. As an example of why this is valid, consider a simple resolution reduction al
gorithm that will create a black low resolution dot whenever two or more high
resolution dots are black. If in a given area, the low resolution pixel is white, and one
black high resolution pixel is decoded, then all of the rest of the pixels must be white. If
any of the other pixels were black, then the low resolution pixel would have been black.
While this example assumes a very simple resolution reduction algorithm, the basic con
cept can be applied for any reduction algorithm. In fact, for the default resolution reduc
tion algorithm, most images contain a significant number of pixels that are predictable
by the deterministic prediction algorithm.
The deterministic prediction algorithm is table driven so that it can be implemented effi
ciently. Separate tables are used for each of the four high resolution pixels associated
with a low resolution pixel. To use these tables, an index is built using the same pixels
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Figure 10 Context for Deterministic Prediction
that were used by the resolution algorithm. In figure 10, the pixels that are used to build
the index are shown along with the order in which the bits are placed in the index. The
pixels numbered 8, 9, 11, and 12 are the pixels being predicted. For each pixel, only the
previously transmitted pixels are used. Specifically, for pixel 8, the index is constructed
from pixels 0-7, for pixel 9, the index is constructed from pixels 0-8, for pixel 11, the
index is constructed from pixels 0-10, and for pixel 12, the index is constructed from
pixels 0-11. The JBIG standard defines the four deterministic prediction tables that will
work with the default resolution reduction algorithm. In these tables, a large number of
the entries are for predictable pixels. Table 1 defines the number of context states possi











Table 1 Number of deterministically predictable states
in the default DP tables
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It is also possible to transmit a set of custom DP tables as a part of the image header
defined by the standard. This is required if a non-standard resolution reduction algo
rithm is used.
The main purpose of deterministic prediction is to improve the compression perform
ance of the algorithm. Even though DP predicts only a very few pixels relative to the
large number predicted by typical prediction, it has a much larger effect on the overall
compression ratio. To understand why this is the case, consider the pixels that are pre
dicted by the deterministic prediction algorithm. Many of the pixels predicted by DP do
not have highly skewed probabilities. In other words, the pixels predicted by DP carry
more information than the TP pixels, so more bits would be required to encode them.
Since these bits no longer need to be transmitted, and no extra information needs to be
encoded as in the typical prediction algorithm, the compression ratio improves. The
JBIG specification suggests that using DP will provide coding gains of about 7%.
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2.5 Probability Estimation
Within the JBIG standard probabilities are conditionally estimated based on a group of
pixels in the neighborhood of the current pixel. This is similar to the Markov model
discussed in section 1.2. One of the problems with a Markov model is that the condi
tional probabilities that are used are not consistent from image to image. To overcome
this problem, the JBIG standard defines a method of adaptive probability estimation so
that it can learn the correct probabilities as it processes an image
Within JBIG, a neighborhood of 10 pixels is defined around the pixel being encoded.
These 10 pixels are designed to be the 10 pixels most correlated with the current pixel.
There are six different encoding contexts defined in JBIG for different encoding condi
tions. These contexts are graphically represented in figures 11 and 12. In each context,
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Figure 1 1 Encoding contexts for the lowest resolution layer.
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When encoding the base layer, there are two possible encoding contexts, a two line con
text, and a three line context. The JBIG standard suggests that the two line context will
allow software to run somewhat faster while the three line context will improve the en
coding by about 5%.
When encoding the differential resolution layers, there are four different contexts that
are used. The choice of context is dependent on the position (or phase) of the high reso
lution pixel being encoded relative to its corresponding low resolution pixel. The values
X J IX
J
\x ) [ X
Phase 2 Phase 3
Figure 12 Encoding contexts for differential layers.
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of the 10 pixels in the neighborhood are combined with the two bit value of the phase of
the pixel to form a 12 bit context. Within each resolution layer (and also within each bit
plane for multibit images), the algorithm keeps track of the current most probable sym
bol (MPS) and the current probability state (ST) for every context. The standard defines
a probability estimation state table with 113 possible states. For each state in the table,
an estimation of the least probable symbol subinterval width (LSZ) is stored. LSZ is a
16 bit representation of the value q defined in equation 8 on page 14. Also included in
the state table is the next probability estimation state to be used for a context when the
encoded value is the most probable symbol (NMPS), and the state to use next when the
least probable symbol is encoded (NLPS). The probability estimation state changes
each time a renormalization is performed. The last value in the state table also is the
value, SWTCH that is used to indicate that the value of MPS should be inverted if
NLPS occurs.
Figure 13 represents the flow of data in the probability estimation process for one reso
lution layer or bit plane. Prior to encoding an image, each context, for each layer and bit
plane, is initialized so that the most probable symbol is 0, but the probabilities for the
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Figure 13 Structure of probability estimation
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and it's context word (10 or 12 bits) are used to determine the probability interval to be
encoded by an arithmetic encoder. The context is used as an index into arrays that hold
the current state and most probable symbol for that context. The state is used as an in
dex into the state table to find the least probable subinterval (LSZ), and the pixel value
is compared with theMPS. These values are passed to an arithmetic encoder that gener
ates an output stream of bits. Whenever a renormalization occurs in the arithmetic en
coder, the probability state for that context is updated. The value of the current state
indexes the state table to look up either NMPS or NLPS depending on whether an MPS
was encoded or not. When the next state is NLPS, the value of SWTCH is also ac
cessed. If SWTCH is 1 then the value of the MPS array for the current context is in
verted. This process is repeated for each pixel in the image. In this way the algorithm
learns the correct probabilities for each possible context.
2.6 Adaptive Templates
The JBIG standard allows for a small amount of adaptivity in the contexts used for
probability estimation. This feature is known as adaptive templates (AT). The primary
motivation for this feature is to improve the ability of the algorithm to encode halftoned
images. Halftoned images are the result of using a binary printing process to represent
gray scale images. They occur often in compression applications as a result of either
scanning a previously halftoned image or from capturing a continuous tone image and
thresholding it with a periodic pattern to simulate gray levels [20]. The important fea
ture of halftoned images is that they usually involve a periodic pattern. In terms of a
Markov context for compressing an image it means that the pixels most correlated with
the current pixel can be several pixels away.
In each of the contexts used for probability estimation shown in figures 1 1 and 12, one
pixel is marked with an A. The locations shown for A represent the default locations
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only. The standard allows an encoder to move this pixel to another location if the en
coder believes that doing so will improve the compression. It should be noted that this
feature should be used with care, because each time theAT pixel ismoved, the probabil
ity estimation arrays are reset to their initial values. They must releam the probabilities
for the new contexts.
When an AT movement is specified, it only applies to the current resolution layer (and
bit plane). According to the standard, the AT pixel can be moved to any previously
transmitted pixel position within 127 pixels in the horizontal direction, and 255 lines
vertically. However, in practice, it is suggested that encoders limit the AT pixel move
ment to the current line and the previous eight pixels.
An algorithm to determine when and where the AT pixel should move is suggested in
the standard, although any algorithm can be used. It is also possible to use no algorithm
at all.
2.7 Arithmetic Coding
The heart of the JBIG algorithm is an arithmetic entropy coder. It encodes the symbols
and probabilities that were described in section 2.5 for all of the unpredictable pixels as
well as the pseudo-pixel generated by the typical prediction algorithm. The output of
the arithmetic encoder is a stream of bits thatmake up the compressed image that can be
stored or transmitted depending on the application.
The algorithm used for arithmetic encoding is the same as the algorithm described in
section 1.4.
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3 Optimizing JBIG Software
The goals of the JBIG committee were to develop an algorithm that would provide im
proved compression over a wide range of documents as previously discussed. This
could not be done without creating an algorithm that was significandy more complex
than the previous CCITT standards, because these standards were relatively simple algo
rithms. However, the new JBIG standard would not be effective if it could not be im
plemented in an extremely efficientmanner.
A considerable amount of work went into creating an algorithm that could be imple
mented in either software or hardware efficiently. The result is an elegant algorithm that
uses a series of tables to perform complicated functions such as resolution reduction, de
terministic prediction, and probability estimation. Since few calculations are required,
the resulting algorithm should be able to process pixels at relatively high speeds.
While the JBIG algorithm is capable of high speeds, litde or nothing has been written to
document software-specific techniques for improving the processing speed of the algo
rithm. As a result, software developers who don't have experience with compression
algorithms could easily miss significant opportunities for implementing extremely fast
software.
The purpose of this chapter is to document several techniques that have been used in an
implementation of the JBIG algorithm to significantly improve execution time of the
software. Throughout this work the following assumptions have beenmade:
All software is written in ANSI C. No assembly language is used because the re
sults would not be portable or generally useful.
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All optimizations are algorithmic in nature. The goal, in general, is to reduce the
number of operations needed to perform a task. While it is possible to write soft
ware that takes advantage of the features of one specific platform, the final algo
rithm would only be useful to a relatively small audience.
All changes are compatible with the existing JBIG standard. Even though other in
compatible changes might be interesting, they would not be extremely useful.
Memory is cheap. This means that it is valid to use significandy more memory than
might normally be required, if doing so will reduce the number of required opera
tions. The limit to this strategy is that the techniques developed should be useful for
applications that run in PC environments with a 640Kmemory limitation.
Image data will enter the algorithm in a one pixel per byte format. This should be
valid for general purpose software since some applications will already have data in
this format. Applications with a packed binary format will have to unpack the im
age data, but this is not considered part of the compression algorithm.
3.1 An Efficient Algorithm for Building JBIG Contexts
The largest obstacle to an efficient implementation of JBIG is the need to gather many
pixels together to build large contexts for each part of JBIG. From looking at figures 8,
9, 10, 11, and 12, it can be seen that there are many different context patterns that may
be required for any pixel. In fact, for any specific pixel, it may be required to build con
texts for resolution reduction, typical prediction, deterministic prediction, and probabil
ity estimation, each of which requires the use of different neighboring
pixels. This is
especially true when encoding
differential layers, although the techniques discussed in
this section are also useful when encoding the lowest resolution layer.
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It is important to realize that even though each algorithm uses a different neighborhood,
there are many pixels that are common to several neighborhoods. In fact, the total num
ber of pixels needed to build all possible contexts is fairly small. This can be seen by
forming the union of all possible context bits. When doing this the adaptive pixel
should be ignored because it must be handled separately, and the two line base layer
template should be ignored as will be explained later. It is easy to see that the resulting
union is three pixels high for both the low resolution data and the high resolution data.
3.1.1 Building Columns of Three Pixels
To facilitate building a context word, it is useful to group the pixels into columns of
three pixels. Figure 14 shows how the three pixel values are arranged within a byte.
Part of the reason for doing this is because it can be done very quickly and easily. The
main reason, however, is that once it is done these columns can be very useful in build
ing context words for both the high and low resolution pixels as shown in the next sec
tion. The code fragment in figure 15 shows an example of how this can be done. In this
example, it is assumed that pixel_data is originally a two dimensional array of pixel








Pixel from the current line - 2
Pixel from the current line - 1
Pixel from the current line
Figure 14 Pixels stored as a column of three
pixels per byte
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previous_line = (long) (last line of the previous stripe)
for ( line = 0 ; line < STRIPE_HEIGHT ; line++ )
{
current_line = (long *)pixels[ line ];
for ( i = (layer_width - l)/4 ; i >= 0 / i )




Figure 15 Code fragment for columnizing pixels
tion layer. After the loop is completed, each byte of the pixels array will hold three
pixels in the format shown in figure 14.
Initially, previous_line points the the last line of the previous stripe which is al
ready in the three pixel format (at the top of the image the previous line is all zeros).
The pixels from the previous line are left shifted by one bit to position them correctiy,
and ANDed with the value 6 to remove the extra pixel. It is then ORed with the one bit
pixel value for the current pixel to complete the calculation. In this example, pointers of
type long are used to point to the pixel data. Using this technique, four pixels are
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Since four columns of three pixels are constructed at a cost of six operations, each col
umn is built at a cost of about 1.5 operations. Once it is built, it can be used to build
contexts as part of a high resolution layer and as part of a low resolution layer.
3.1.2 Building Common ContextWords
As previously stated, when building the contexts for a pixel that is being encoded, it is
important to realize that many of the pixels are used in more than one context. To take
advantage of this, a union of all possible contexts (excluding the AT pixel and the two
line base layer context) is made for both the high and low resolution layers. It can also
be seen that most of the pixels used in the common contexts for one pixel are also pre
sent in the contexts for the next pixel.
unsigned char *lo_line, *hi_line;
int lo_context, hi_context0, hi_contextl;
int lo_x, hi_x;
lo_line = array ofcolumnized pixel data for low resolution;
hi 1 ine = array ofcolumnized pixel data for high resolution ;
lo_context = lo_line[0];
hi__contextl = hi_line[0];
for ( hi_x = 1, lo_x
= 1 ;
hi_x <= layer_width ;
hi_x += 2, lo_x++ )
{
lo_context = (lo_context 3)
| lo_line [lo_x] ;
hi_contextO = (hi_contextl 3)
| hi_line [hi_x] ;
hi_contextl = (hi_contextO 3)
| hi_line [hi_x+l] ;
encode firstpixel using lo_context andhi_contextO
encode secondpixel using lo_context and hi_contextl
}
Figure 16 Code fragment for building common context words
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These facts can be used to efficiendy build common context words. Consider the code
fragment for encoding differential layer data in figure 16. In this example, it is assumed
that lo_line and hi_line both point to arrays of three pixel columns as discussed
in the previous section. The common context bits for the high resolution layer are
stored in hi_contextO (phase 0) and hi_contextl (phase 1) while the common
context bits for the low resolution layer are stored in lo_context. Each time a new
context word is to be encoded the previous context word is shifted left by three to make
room for the next column of three pixels. The new column is then ORed into the con
text. The bit order for these common context words is shown in figure 17, where the
pixel currendy being encoded is pixel 3 in the high resolution word, and its associated
low resolution pixel is pixel 4 in the low resolution word. It is worth noting that the
pixel ordering of these words is significandy different from the pixel ordering in the for
most of the contexts in the JBIG specification. These differences will be accounted for
in the next section.
High Resolution Context Word Low Resolution ContextWord
11 8 5 2
10 7 4 1
9 6 3 0
Current Pixel
Figure 17 Pixel order for common context words.
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In the example, two pixels are processed for each low resolution context; however, it is
possible to encode two lines in a differential layer image in a single pass (see section
3.2). In this case, the low resolution context only needs to be moved once for every four
high resolution pixels processed. The resulting software performs four high resolution
context shifts and one low resolution context shift each time through the loop to encode
four pixels. Therefore, the total number of operations required for building the context





This is equivalent to 3.75 context building operations per pixel.
The two line base level context is an exception to the procedures defined in this section.
In the JBIG specification, it is suggested that using the two line context will improve the
software execution time at a cost of about 5% loss in compression. While this may be
true in some cases, the third row of pixels is available for free when using the
columniz-
ing technique shown in the previous section. If these techniques are used, the two pixel
context will actually slow down the software because each time through the loop, two
pixels need to be ANDed out of the three pixel column. This could be solved for se
quential mode operation by only storing columns of two pixel columns, but then the ad
vantages of this technique are reduced. Storing only two pixel columns is not a valid
option for the lowest resolution layer in a progressive transmission because when it is
used to help encode the next higher resolution layer, the three pixel column will be re
quired.
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3.1.3 Using Tables to Build Reordered JBIG Contexts
Once the common context words have been built for the low and high resolution layers,
it is necessary to group the required bits from each layer for the desired contexts. Figure
18 shows an example of how this can be done. In this fragment, unused bits in the high
context word are masked off leaving only the required high resolution bits. A table is
then used to rearrange the desired low resolution bits so that they can be ORed into the
unused bits of the high resolution context.
The bit order of the resulting contexts can be non-obvious. Figure 19 shows an example
of this for the probability estimation context of a phase 3 pixel. This is particularly im
portant to note for the resolution reduction contexts and the deterministic prediction
#define DP_MASK OxOffO
#define ENCODE_MASK 0x027a
lo_context &= 0x0 Iff;
DP_context = (hi_context & DP_MASK) |
DP_lo_context [ lo_context ] ;
encode_context3 = (hi_context & ENCODE_MASK) |
encode_lo_context3 [ lo_context ] |
(AT_pixel[i] & 1) ;
Figure 18 Example code fragments for combining high and
low resolution context words.
Figure 1 9 Bit order of probability estimation context for differential
layer encoding (Phase 3).
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context because these contexts are used to index predefined tables. Therefore, if this
procedure is used, the predefined tables must be rearranged to use the.new reordered
JBIG contexts. Procedures to do this are discussed in appendix B.2.
For the probability estimation contexts, there are a few interesting things to note:
Context bits do not need to be reordered because JBIG does not define a default or
der. The reason for this is that the probability is tracked for each context state re
gardless of its value.
The AT pixel is handled separately from other pixels even though its default posi
tion is inside the common context block. This allows the AT pixel to move to any
other position without having to changing the low context table. If it is known that
the AT pixel will nevermove, the software could be designed to run faster.
The pixel being encoded is included in the context. This will be explained in section
3.2.
The probability estimation context is supposed to include two bits of pixel phase in
formation. The low context table can be used to place them in bits 11 and 12 of the
context word. This means that a separate table (512 words) is needed for each
phase.





3.2 Encoding Both Differential Layer Lines in One Pass
In JBIG, differential layer images are encoded in the same order in which sequential im
ages are encoded, from top to bottom and from left to right. However, since each line in
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a low resolution image corresponds to two lines in a high resolution image, there are
many redundant operations if the two high resolution lines are processed separately.
The reason for this is that the low resolution context is the same for both lines. If both
lines are processed separately, then the low resolution context needs to slide along the
line twice instead of just once. In the same way, the typical prediction pixels need to be
found twice.
A more efficient method is to process both high resolution lines of the image in a single
pass. Figure 20 shows how this can be done. The routines process_lines_tp and
process_lines_notp are similar to the routine shown in figure 16 except that they
are called to process two image lines with a single loop. It creates four high resolution
contexts and one low resolution context in each pass through the loop. For each pixel,
the probability estimation contexts are placed in a list to be encoded later. A separate
routine, arithmetic_encode, is then called to encode each list of contexts in the
proper sequential order.
short context_linel [MAX_WIDTH] ,
context_line2 [MAX_WIDTH] ;
int length!, Iength2, tp;
tp = LINE_NOT_TYPICAL;
if ( typicalprediction is enabled )
{
tp = process_lines_tp ( context_linel, &lengthl,
context_line2, &length2 ) ;





process_lines_notp ( context_linel, Slengthl,
context_line2, &length2 ) ;
}
arithmetic_encode ( context_linel, lengthl );
arithmetic_encode ( context_line2, length2 );
Figure 20 Software example for processing two lines in one pass
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Since the routine arithmetic_encode also needs to know the value of the current
pixel, it is left in the context word as shown in figure 19. Otherwise, the pixel would
have to be extracted in the process_lines_xx routines and stored in a separate ar
ray.
In the example, it is worth noting that the function process_lines_tp is called to
attempt to process lines with typical prediction. If, during processing, the typical pre
diction assumption is found to be false, no harm has been done because nothing has
been encoded yet. The contexts in the arrays context_linel and con
text^ ine2. are simply discarded, and the line is reprocessed by the function
proc-
ess_lines_notp.
3.3 Moving Efficiently through Solid Areas
In most documents, a significant portion of document area is a solid color. For text
documents, much of the document is simply white background. There can also be a sig
nificant amount of solid black area in large characters and logos. Even for halftoned
images, most contain solid white or black regions, not to mention the white border that
is usually around an image.
In general, it is possible to take advantage of solid areas in compression algorithms be
cause the contexts do not change from one pixel to the next. In most cases, it is possible
to create very efficient loops that simply check to see if all of the new context pixels are
the same color as the previous solid area. If they are, then the current pixel can be en
coded exactly the same as the previous
pixel.
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3.3.1 Resolution Reduction in Solid Areas
The default JBIG resolution reduction algorithm is used to generate new low resolution
pixels from a high resolution image. It uses a context of the nine pixels from the high
resolution plane and three pixels from the low resolution plane. If all of the pixels used
in a context are zero, of course the new pixel that is generated is also a zero. Likewise,
if all of the pixels are one, then the new pixel is also a one. If either of these cases oc
cur, and all of the new context pixels for processing the next pixel from both planes are
the same value, then the next context must be the same as the previous context, and the
new pixel is the same as the previous pixel.
Figure 21 shows an example ofhow the resolution reduction algorithm can be optimized
by the assumption that solid areas are common. In this example, the pointer hi points
to a row of columnized high resolution data that corresponds to the context pixels for
the high resolution row being generated, prev_lo points to the previous row of pixel
data for the low resolution layer, and lo points the array of new pixels that will be gen
erated. RR_context is the resolution reduction context word and is initialized to zero.
The new line of image data is generated by looping through the line two pixels at a time
until the end is reached.
Within the loop, RR_context is tested for the two solid area values, S0LID_WHITE
and SOLID_BLACK. The solid white context is tested first since it is the most likely
value for most documents. If the area is found to be solid, then all of the new context
bits for the next two pixels are tested to see if they have the same value. If they agree,
then the new low resolution pixels are known immediately. Since the context doesn't
change, the next group of two pixels can be tested immediately, and the process contin
ues as long as a solid area is detected or until the end of the line is reached. As soon as
any of the new context pixels
for either of the two new pixels does not agreewith the
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register unsigned char *hi, *lo, *prev_lo;
register int i;
int RR_context;
hi = array ofcolumnizedpixelsfor current high resolution line;
lo = array ofcolumnizedpixelsfor current low resolution line ;
prev_lo = array ofcolumnized pixelsforprevious low resolution line;
line_width = width of the high resolution line;
RR_context = 0 ;
for ( i = (line_width-l) /4 ; i >= 0 ; i )
{
if ( RR_context == SOLID_WHITE )
{
while ( *((long *) (hi)) == 0 &&
(*( (short *)(prev_lo)) & 0x0303) == 0) )
{








else if ( RR_context == SOLIDJBLACK )
{
while ( *((long *) (hi) )
== 0x07070707 &&







prev_lo += 2 ;




generate two low resolution pixels
}
endloop :
Figure 21 Efficient resolution reduction in solid areas
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previous context, the loop is exited and both new pixels are processed in the conven
tionalmanner described in the standard.
Since most of documents have large solid areas, a high percentage of the pixels in the
document will be processed in the solid area loops. The goal, therefore, is to create
loops that can ran through large solid areas very quickly. For this reason, two pixels at
a time are processed. By casting the hi pointer as a long pointer, it is possible to access
and test four columns ofhigh resolution pixels at once. Similarly, casting the prev_lo
and lo pointers as short pointers, makes it possible to assess two columns of low reso
lution data at once. This allows the algorithm to take full advantage of processors with
16 or 32 bit data paths.
It should be noted that discretion should be used when casting unsigned character point
ers as other data types. While this will work on some machines, it may not on others.
When casting to a short pointer, care must be taken to make sure that the pointer value is
on a valid 16 bit boundary in memory. Likewise, when casting to a long pointer, the
pointer value must be on a valid 32 bit boundary. Since this examplemoves through the
image line by steps of four in the high resolution layer, and by steps of two in the low
resolution layer, it will work as long as each line begins on a valid 32 bit boundary. In
this implementation of JBIG, memory for each line of the image within a stripe was al
located using themalloc function with 16 extra pixels at the beginning of the line to
allow AT pixel movement of up to 16 pixels. Since malloc always returns a pointer
that can be used by a long integer, and 16 is a multiple of 4, each line must start at a
valid location.
3.3.2 Differential Layer Typical Prediction in Solid Areas
The purpose of typical prediction in the JBIG algorithm is to reduce the number of pix
els that need to be encoded by allowing solid areas in differential images to be skipped.
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While this gready reduces the processing requirements for the algorithm, even more dra
matic improvements can be made by designing the software to loop efficiendy through
these large solid areas.
Figure 22 shows an example of how the typical prediction algorithm can be imple
mented. In this example, two lines of the image are processed at once and four pixels
(two from each line) are processed each time through the loop. At the beginning of the
routine, the local variables are initialized as shown in figure 16 on page 36 except that
two high resolution line pointers and contexts are initialized. Within the loop, the low
resolution context for a pixel is built, and it is tested to see if it represents a solid area.
If it does, the four high resolution pixels must be tested to see if they have the same
value; if they do, they are skipped, and if not, TP assumption is invalid, so the routine is
exited.
The important feature of typical prediction that is used in figure 22 is that when a block
of typical prediction pixels are found, there is a high probability that the next block will
also be a typical prediction block. Since the low resolution context word does not
change after a typical prediction block, the next block of pixels can be tested immedi
ately. The fragment shown in figure 22 includes a very tight loop that repeatedly tests a
series of four pixel blocks until a non-solid area is found. Since the loop does not up
date the context words or the line pointers after each pixel, they must be updated at the
end of the loop so that they will be ready to process the next pixels.
It is important to note that the typical prediction loop does not test for the end of the
image line. This is handled by allocating extra pixels at the end of the line and forcing a
non-typical condition at the end of the line that forces the loop to exit. At that point, the
end of line condition is tested.
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register int i;
register unsigned short *tp_ptr;
register unsigned char *lo_line;





for ( i = 0 ; i < line_width ; i++ )
{
lo_context = ( (lo_context 3) |
(int) (*lo_line++) ) & OxOlff;
if ( lo_context == 0 ) /* solid white */
{
tp_ptr = (unsigned short *) &hi_line2 [-1] ;
do
{
if ( *tp_ptr++ & 0x0303 )
{




} while ( *lo_line++ == 0 ) ;
if ( i >= width ) break;
set the high resolution line pointers to the current location;
reset all the contextwords topreparefor encoding the nextpixel;
}
else if ( lo_context
== OxOlff ) /* solid black */
{
similar to the solidwhite case;
}
build the probability contextsfor the four pixels ;
>
return LINE TYPICAL;
Figure 22 Efficient typical prediction in solid areas
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The example shown in this section corresponds to the function process_lines_tp
discussed in section 3.2. When a line is found to not be typical, it returns the value
LINE_NOT_TYPICAL. If the entire line is processed with the TP assumption valid,
then the value LINE_TYPICAL is returned.
As in the example for efficient resolution reduction (figure 21 on page 44), the pointer
to the high resolution line is cast to a short pointer so that two pixels at a time can be
tested. It would be even more efficient to cast the high resolution pointer as a long
pointer, and the low resolution pointer to a short pointer so that two pixels at a time
could be tested. However, when a valid long pointer is used to point to four high resolu
tion pixel columns, the pointer to the necessary two low resolution pixel columns is not
on an even boundary. While this will work for some machines, it is completely invalid
on others. Since it is not generally applicable, it is not used here.
3.3.3 Arithmetic Coding in Solid Areas (Sequential Mode Only)
It is also possible to use the characteristics of solid areas to optimize the algorithm for
arithmetic coding. The basis for this optimization is the idea thatwhen the same context
is used for several consecutive pixels, several steps can be skipped in the basic arithme
tic loop. The problem with this is that it is not useful when compressing differential
resolution layers. When processing differential layers, the phase of the pixel is included
in the context so that two consecutive pixels, in general, do not have the same context.
Even if this were not the case, it still would not be particularly useful because it would
bemost effective in solid areas which are removed by the typical prediction algorithm in
differential layers.
In sequential images, or in the lowest resolution layer of progressive images, it is possi
ble to use a solid area optimization. This is because there is no phase information to be
included in the context, and there are still large solid areas remaining after lowest layer
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register int context_bits, context, old_context;
register unsigned char *line, *AT_pixel;
int i, lsz;
struct state_data **state_table, **state_ptr, *state;
for ( i = line_width-l ; i >= 0 ; i )
{
context_bits = (context_bits 3) | (int) (*line++) ;
context = (context_bits & 0x07fe) |
(*AT_pixel++ & 1) ;
EXIT_LOOP :
state_ptr = &state_table [ context & 0x7f7 ];
state = *state_ptr;
lsz = state->lsz;




if ( A_reg < 0x8000 )
{




if ( i >= 0 )
{
context_bits = (context_bits 3) |
(int) (*line++) ;
old_context = context;
context = <context_bits & 0x07fe) |
(*ATjpixel++ & 1);








encode a leastprobable symbol;
>
}
Figure 23 Efficient arithmetic coding in solid areas
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typical prediction. As a result, a significant number of lowest resolution pixels are en
coded with the same solid area context. If this is detected in the arithmetic encoding
loop, then several steps can be saved.
Figure 23 shows an example of how this can be done. In this example, a line of lowest
resolution image data is encoded using a three line context. For each pixel, a context is
built for estimating probability of the pixel. This is used to find the estimate of the least
probable interval, lsz. At this point, the JBIG specification supplies a simple flow
chart of a well defined procedure for arithmetic encoding. While this procedure is com
putationally efficient, it ignores the performance enhancement of efficiendy encoding
solid areas.
In the example, the highlighted area represents a modification to the standard JBIG flow
chart. If a most probable symbol is encoded and a renormalization is not required, then
the highlighted region is reached. In this block, the context of the next pixel is built and
compared with the current pixel. If they are the same, then the algorithm jumps to the
label QUICK_LOOP, and if they are different, the algorithm jumps to the label
EXIT__LOOP. (Unfortunately, there is no efficient looping structure that will perform
this loop, so a goto is used.)
To understand why this loop improves the performance significandy, consider the char
acteristics of solid areas. In solid areas, the pixels are almost always encoded as most
probable symbols with very highly skewed probabilities. Since the probabilities are
highly skewed, it is rare that a renormalization needs to be performed; therefore, a very
high percentage of the time that solid areas are encoded, the highlighted region is
reached. Most non-solid areas do not have probabilities that are as highly skewed;
therefore, even when most probable symbols are encoded, there is a good chance that a
renormalization will be required, so the highlighted region will not be reached. Since
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solid areas represent a large percentage ofmost documents anyway, a very high percent
age of the cases that reach the highlighted region will be solid areas. When the new
block is reached, it builds the new context in exactiy the same way as at die top of the
for-loop. The only extra instructions are an assignment and a comparison that involve
the register variables context and old_context (the index decrement, check for
end of line, and goto to loop back would have been done by the for-loop anyway), so if
the new context is not the same as the previous context, there is little damage. On the
other hand if the new context is the same as the previous context, then the four state
ments between the EXIT_LOOP and QUICK_LOOP labels are skipped for a consider
able savings.
3.4 Fast Deterministic Prediction
Deterministic prediction uses a set of tables to discover which pixels are predictable by
a JBIG decoder. For the default resolution reduction algorithm, the standard defines
four tables, one for each spatial phase, that are used for DP. Each of the tables uses only
the causal pixels (the ones that will be known by the decoder) to create its index. If a
pixel is found to be deterministically predictable, it is skipped, otherwise it is arithmeti
cally encoded and transmitted.
This can be improved by combining the four JBIG tables into a single table. The four
single bit values in the original table are combined into a single four bit value where
each bit represents the predictability of its corresponding pixel. The advantage of this
technique is that only one deterministic context needs
to be built to index a table for
every four pixels.
Figure 24 demonstrates how this can be done. In this example, the
determinstic context is built as previously shown in figure 18 on page 39. This context
is used to index a table of values from 0 to 15 that indicate which pixels must be en
coded. In this example, a switch statement is used to quickly jump to a code segment
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that will build the probability estimation contexts only for the pixels that need to be en
coded.
While this has the advantage of only needing one table lookup to determine which pix
els need to be encoded, it has amore subde charm on some platforms. Since a switch
is used to jump to a piece of software that will build contexts for all necessary pixels,
only one jump is required instead of four if 's. In processors with a pipelined architec
ture, a series of if statements requires the pipe to wait to see if a branch is required.
This causes the pipe to empty making the processor less efficient. By performing only
one jump to a block with no other branches, the pipe will remain full while the pixels
are processed, thereby improving the overall speed.
3.5 Removing the SWTCH from the Probability Estimation
In section 2.5, JBIG adaptive probability estimation was described. The JBIG standard
clearly defines the tables and procedures required to perform this
task in an efficient
DP_context = (hi_context3 & DP_MASK) |
DPlo_context [ lo_context ] ;
switch ( DP_table [ DP_context )
{
case 0: /* all pixels predictable */
break;
case 1: /* encode phase 0 only */
process thephase 0pixel;
break :
case 15: /* encode all four phases */
process allfour pixels ;
break;
}
Figure 24 Efficient deterministic prediction
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way. Figure 13 on page 29 illustrates the process. A 113 state probability estimation
table is defined that typically requires five bytes per state in a software implementation
(two for LSZ, one for NMPS, one for NLPS, and one for SWTCH) for a total of 565
bytes. For each resolution layer and for each bit plane being processed, a 4096 byte
context array and a 4096 byte MPS array is maintained (1024 bytes each for the lowest
resolution layer). It is possible to make a slight change to this configuration that re
moves a couple of steps from the procedure for encoding least probable symbols, at the
expense ofmaking the state table larger.
When a least probable symbol is encoded enough times, the probability estimation ta
bles may find it necessary to change the polarity ofmost probable symbol. This is done
by checking the SWTCH byte in the state table for the current context before changing
the state to NLPS. Every time a least probable symbol is encoded, the SWTCH byte
must be checked.
Another way this can be done is to include theMPS in the state table. This can be done
by doubling the size of the state table so that each state in the original table has two
states in the new table, one with MPS = 0, and one with MPS = 1. The new NMPS
points to the corresponding state in the table with the same MPS polarity. Each new
NLPS points to the corresponding state in the table with the same MPS polarity, unless
the SWTCH bit was set in the original table. If the SWTCH bit was set, the NLPS point
to the corresponding state with the oppositeMPS.
This is useful because it simplifies the procedure for encoding least probable symbols.
It removes the need to specifically check the SWTCH byte for each LPS, conditionally
branch, and occasionally change the MPS byte for the context. All of this is done by
simply changing to the
NLPS state. As a consequence of this, when each pixel is com
pared with theMPS, it must get the value from the state table; however, this is no
differ-
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ent from the previous design. There is no difference between accessing an MPS array
using the context as an index and accessing it using the state as an index. The improved
probability estimation process is shown in figure 25
As far as memory is concerned, this new design actually requires less memory. When
the SWTCH field in the state table is replaced by theMPS field, the table still requires 5
bytes per state. Since the new state table has twice as many states, it requires 1130
bytes. However, it is no longer necessary to create the 4096 byte MPS array for each
layer and bit plane.
Ifmemory size is not amajor concern, having the MPS in the state table can be slightly
faster if the state table is implemented as a linked list. In this case, the address of a state
structure is stored in the state array instead of the state number, and each NMPS and
NLPS in just a pointer to the next state structure. The state pointer already needs to be
known (and possibly stored in a register variable), and the MPS field is a short fixed






















Figure 25 Improved structure of probability estimation
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While this change is an interesting and appropriate change to the JBIG design, it only
has a major benefit when a least probable symbol is encoded. By definition, the least
probable symbols are encoded must less often than the most probable symbols. As a
result, this change does not have as dramatic of an effect as some of the other proposed
optimizations.
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4 Results
4.1 Implementation of Software
As a part of this project, a full JBIG compressor and decompressor has been written.
These programs meet the requirements forminimum support of free parameters as sug
gested in Annex A of the JBIG specification [1], with the exception of DPPRIV and
DPLAST. These parameters are not supported because an absence of any private
deterministic prediction tables makes it impossible to effectively debug the option; al
though implementation of the option would not be difficult.
Figure 26 shows a diagram of the modules that were generated to implement the JBIG
encoder and decoder algorithms. In this diagram, each box represents a group of func
tions that perform a required task. The arrows represent the direction of the interaction








Figure 26 Module Diagram for the JBIG Compressor
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the image sequencer calls the compressor and the I/O modules, and the I/O module calls
the application layer. The following is a description of each of themodules:
JBIG Compressor - The compressormodule performs the entire JBIG compression op
eration on a single stripe of one resolution layer and one bit-plane. It is intended to be a
very fast, portable implementation of JBIG algorithm.
JBIG Image Sequencer - The image sequencer module is responsible for providing the
compressor module with valid data to compress. It performs the resolution reduction
process to generate low resolution images, and it columnizes the pixel data (section
3.1.1). The sequencer is also responsible for looping through the image in a convenient
manner. In this implementation, it compresses the image in the order described by HI-
TOLO=0, SEQ=1, ILEAVE=0, and SMID=0. This ordering is convenient for a soft
ware application because only enough memory needs to be allocated to store each reso
lution layer for one stripe and one bit-plane.
JBIG I/O - The I/O module calls the application layer to make a request for image data
as needed. It also sends the compressed data to the application in the correct order. It is
responsible for any buffering that needs to be done if the order requested by the applica
tion is different from the order of processing performed by the sequencer. In the current
application, the buffering is done by storing the stripes of compressed data in temporary
disk files until it is needed.
Application Layer - The application layer is intended to be any program that needs to
use the JBIG algorithm to compress an image. It must be able to define the JBIG pa
rameters that will be used to compress the image, access an input image to be com
pressed (from a disk file, video memory, scanner, ...), and receive compressed image
data (to be transmitted or stored). In the case of this project, the application layer is a
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simple user interface module with routines to read an image file and create a com
pressed image file.
The software described above has been implemented and debugged. All of the
techniques documented in the previous chapter are used. The final software has
been tested using the compliance tests defined in section 7.2 of the JBIG specifica
tion. It passes all tests with no errors.
4.2 Performance of the JBIG Algorithm
To test the execution speed of the JBIG software implementation, a set of200 DPI (Dots
Per Inch) text images was selected and processed on several 32-bit computing plat
forms. The test images, shown in Appendix C.l, are standard CCITT text documents
that are commonly used of testing compression algorithms. The results of the tests are
shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. In these tables, the execution times do not include time
spent in the I/O routines, and the times for the progressive modes include the time for
the resolution reduction algorithm. Four reduced resolution image layers were produced








TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TPoff DP off
1 4.17 7.73 5.16 5.28 18.78
2 6.53 7.62 4.37 4.29 18.49
3 6.90 8.01 7.43 7.64 19.08
4 7.35 8.95 9.88 10.33 20.99
5 7.13 8.01 7.37 7.71 20.48
6 6.36 7.80 5.75 5.75 19.37
7 8.00 8.80 10.30 10.51 21.31
8 6.69 7.75 5.51 5.65 19.28
Average 6.64 8.08 6.97 7.15 19.72














1 2.43 4.38 3.35 3.15 10.93
2 3.37 4.18 2.80 2.82 10.83
3 3.90 4.55 4.78 4.73 11.25
4 4.17 4.93 6.28 6.15 11.87
5 4.03 4.63 4.70 4.63 11.32
6 3.50 4.22 3.58 3.52 10.98
7 4.53 4.93 6.52 6.43 11.87
8 3.87 4.40 3.50 3.53 11.18
Average 3.72 4.53 4.44 4.37 11.28








TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TP off DP off
1 1.43 2.40 1.53 1.85 5.73
2 1.90 2.30 1.48 1.52 5.77
3 2.30 2.40 2.23 2.42 6.02
4 2.22 2.63 3.15 3.15 6.18
5 2.20 2.32 2.37 2.38 5.88
6 1.90 2.30 1.80 1.88 5.83
7 2.45 2.67 3.37 3.32 6.42
8 2.17 2.42 1.87 1.90 6.05
Average 2.40 2.43 2.22 2.30 5.98









TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TPoff DP off
1 11.48 19.54 18.14 18.50 86.56
2 16.16 18.86 14.36 14.58 86.24
3 17.72 20.64 28.84 29.60 87.58
4 21.18 24.82 39.62 39.76 90.04
5 18.72 21.00 28.06 28.72 87.70
6 16.02 19.56 20.70 20.86 86.88
7 21.72 24.06 40.60 41.30 89.88
8 17.20 19.74 20.18 20.42 87.52
Average 17.52 21.03 26.31 26.72 87.80
Table 5 JBIG execution times on an Amiga 3000, 25MHz
68030, in seconds
Several interesting trends can be noticed by studying these tables:
Typical prediction in sequentialmode improves the speed of the software somewhat.
On documents that have a large number of all-white lines, like CO111, it has a
much more dramatic effect.
Typical prediction in progressive mode accounts for a huge reduction in the execu
tion time. The reason for this is that a very high percentage of the lines in a differ
ential layer are found to be typical. All of the solid area in these lines are skipped
very efficiendy.
Deterministic prediction in progressive mode has very littie effect on the compres
sion speed.
When all of the predictors are enabled, sequential mode is only slighdy faster than
progressive mode even though the progressive mode requires the generation and
compression of each of the lower resolution layers. The reason for this is that the









TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TPoff DP off
1 35.03 35.02 30.60 29.05 29.10
2 60.24 60.66 57.45 55.24 55.04
3 23.38 23.39 21.64 20.70 20.75
4 9.45 9.46 8.75 8.41 8.41
5 19.87 19.90 18.23 17.47 17.47
6 40.84 40,99 38.14 36.43 36.44
7 9.13 9.13 8.45 7.97 7.97
8 36.08 36.14 33.77 32.48 32.43
Average 19.71 19.74 18.20 17.37 17.37
Table 6 JBIG compression ratios for test images
The compression ratios for these images, for each of the various compression options
that were tested, are stored in table 6. Examination to tables reveals the following
trends:
For both sequential and progressive modes, disabling the typical prediction had vir
tually no effect on the compression ratios.
Enabling deterministic prediction in the progressive mode accounted
for a 4.8% im
provement in the average compression ratio.-
In this case, in which five separate resolution layers are compressed,
the benefits of
progressive transmission and storage, with TP and DP on, are achieved at a cost of
7.7% loss in compression when compared to sequential mode, with TP on.
4.3 Comparison of JBIG and CCITT Group 3
The JBIG compression standard has been compared to the CCJTT group 3 [17] and
group 4 [18] standards for binary image compression!
19]. The JBIG algorithm is ex
pected to outperform the previous standards on a wide
range of images, although this is
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achieved at the price of extra complexity. To provide a benchmark for this comparison
in both compression ratio and software execution speed, each of the test images shown
in Appendix C.l was compressed by the CCITT group 3, CCITT group 4, and JBIG se
quential, and JBIG progressive algorithms. For the JBIG progressive test, the original
200 DPI images were reduced to a lowest resolution layer of 12.5 DPI.
Table 7 shows the compression ratios for each of the images and algorithm. On aver
age, the sequential JBIG compression ratio was about 35% higher that the CCTTT Group
4 ratio, 182% better than the Group 3 ratio. The average progressive JBIG compression












TP on DP on
l 12.78 28.35 35.03 30.60
2 14.06 47.51 60.24 57.45
3 7.64 17.88 23.38 21.64
4 4.65 7.41 9.46 8.75
5 7.28 15.93 19.87 18.27
6 9.61 30.82 40.84 38.14
7 4.72 7.41 9.13 8.45
8 7.91 26.87 36.08 33.77
Average 7.44 15.55 20.99 18.20
Table 7 Comparison of compression ratios for binary
image compress algorithms
Table 8 shows the software execution times on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. In this test,
the optimized JBIG implementation discussed in this paper was comparedwith an unop-
timized version of the JBIG algorithm*. These times are compared with execution times
The unoptimized JBIG software was kindly provided byDon Duttweiler from AT&T. This software is
available for the purpose of evaluating the JBIG algorithm and is known to be inefficient Other known
optimized versions of JBIG are proprietary.
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of CCITT group 3 and group 4 compression software of unknown complexity. As ex
pected, the CCJTT group 3 and group 4 algorithms ran significandy faster than the opti
mized JBIG implementation. Group 3 was about 4 times faster, and group 4 was about
2.5 times faster. It is also apparent that the optimizations discussed significandy im
prove the execution speed of the software over the unoptimized software. For sequen
tial mode, the optimized version is almost 3 times faster; for the progressive mode the







Unoptimized JBIG Optimized JBIG
Seq. Prog. Seq. Prog.
1 0.66 1.07 7.3 19.5 2.43 3.35
2 0.51 1.07 10.1 18.4 3.37 2.80
3 0.96 1.55 10.3 22.6 3.90 4.78
4 1.79 2.74 10.3 25.6 4.17 6.28
5 1.05 1.66 10.6 22.3 4.03 4.70
6 0.74 1.21 9.8 20.3 3.50 3.58
7 1.64 2.54 11.1 26.2 4.53 6.52
8 0.75 1.25 10.3 20.0 3.87 3.50
Average 1.01 1.64 9.97 21.86 3.72 4.44
Table 8 Comparison of execution times for binary image
compression algorithms on a Sun Sparc 2
4.4 Effect of Image Noise on Compression Times
Image noise is a problem in many imaging systems. It can be caused by environmental
problems such as dust on the imaging array, or dust on the image surface. It can also be
caused by problems with the imaging
electronics. Whatever the source, it can cause a
degradation of the quality of the resulting
image.
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Image noise can also have a negative effect on the compression algorithms that are used
on the images. In general, the more noise an image has, the less compressible it is. For
a JBIG software implementation, there can be an even larger problem. One of the major
sources of optimization discussed in this paper was a result of taking advantage of large
solid areas. When white space is broken up by the presence of image noise, part of the
advantage of the optimization is negated. In addition, image noise can cause the typical
prediction assumption to fail in a much higher percentage of the lines, negating the ad
vantage of typical prediction.
To simulate the problem of noise in an image system, random noise was added to the 8
CCITT test documents. This was done by randomly selecting a percentage of pixels in
each image and changing their value. These images were then compressed using the
JBIG algorithm in both sequential and progressive modes on a VAXstation 4000/60.
Table 9 lists the average execution times and compression ratios for the images which
can be compared with the original results in table 2.
For both JBIG compression modes, adding image noise reduces the resulting compres





Sequential Mode Progressive Mode
Time (sec.) Comp. Ratio Time (sec.) Comp. Ratio
0.01% 411 7.02 19.24 9.15 17.69
0.03% 1232 7.65 18.24 12.40 16.90
0.10% 4106 8.21 16.08 16.78 14.98
0.30% 12317 8.49 12.47 18.62 11.76
1.00% 41057 9.27 7.59 19.66 7.27
3.00% 123172 10.68 4.08 20.34 3.97
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Figure 27 The effect of image noise on JBIG compression
speed for progressive and sequential transmission
mation that needs to be encoded. The added noise also effects the execution time of
both JBIG modes, but in different ways as seen in figure 27. The execution times for
the progressively encoded images are much more strongly effected by the noise. To un
derstand why this is the case, consider the effect of disabling typical prediction in tables
2-5. Disabling the typical prediction option in progressive mode, has a much larger im
pact on the execution time than it did in sequential mode. Since the primary effect of
adding the noise is to effectively disable the typical prediction algorithm, it is not sur
prising that the effect is similar to completely disabling the algorithm.
In systems where image noise of the type shown in Appendix C.3 is a problem, it would
be useful to try to remove the noise from the images. Since most of the noise is repre
sented as single isolated black dots on a white background (or isolated white dots on a
black background), an attempt can be made to remove the noise by removing single iso
lated dots. The images in Appendix C.4 represent an attempt to filter the images in Ap
pendix C.3. In each of these images, each pixel was considered as the center pixel in a
5x5 square of pixels. If all of the other pixels in the square were the opposite of the
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center pixel, then the center pixel was changed. This procedure should remove most of
the noise, but it should not have a large effect on any text in the image.
To test this concept, each of the noisy images was filtered and compressed using the
JBIG algorithm. The results of this test are shown in table 10. In the filtered image, the
compression ratios and execution times are much more consistent for low levels of





Sequential Mode Progressive Mode
Time (sec.) Comp. Ratio Time (sec.) Comp. Ratio
0.01% 411 6.54 19.69 6.86 18.20
0.03% 1232 6.49 19.59 6.88 18.09
0.10% 4106 6.61 19.16 7.30 17.75
0.30% 12317 7.28 17.79 7.80 17.27
1.00% 41057 8.39 13.04 9.80 12.13
3.00% 123172 9.46 6.09 19.56 5.76
Table 10 Effect of removing image noise on JBIG
compression (CCITT Test Set)
Time (sees)
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Figure 28 The effect of filtering noisy images on JBIG
compression speed
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found in a 2x2 region, the benefit of the filter disappears. This can be seen graphically
in figure 28.
4.5 Halftone images
Digital halftoning is a technique that allows continuous tone images to be display or
printed as binary images by printing patterns of dots that simulate gray levels [20]. In
terms of image compression, halftoned images are particularly challenging because they
have characteristics that are drastically different from other types of images, such as text
or line art. Appendix C.5 contains two different examples of halftoned images. The
first image is an example of
'ordered-dither'
in which dots are placed in an ordered pat
tern to simulate gray levels. The second image is an example of
'enor-diffusion'
in
which dots are placed in amore random fashion.
These halftoned images were compressed on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation and the execu
tion times and compression ratios are shown in tables 11 and 12. Since the images are








TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TP off DP off
1 9.93 9.87 26.58 27.12 26.22
2 2.40 2.32 5.00 4.88 4.82
Table 1 1 JBIG halftone execution times on








TP on DP on
Progressive
TP on DP off
Progressive
TPoff DP off
1 6.04 6.07 8.36 7.53 7.53
2 1.76 1.76 1.34 1,20 1.20
Table 12 JBIG halftone compression ratios
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although it is possible to compare the compression ratios. From these two examples, it
is obvious that the amount of compression that can be acheived in an image varies dra
matically depending on the halftoning technique used to generate the image. It is also
possible to see the trends caused by enabling or disabling certain features. Probably the
most important difference between the halftoned images and the text images that were
tested previously, is the fact that typical prediction does not improve the execution
speed in halftoned images. This is because many of the lines are not typical, and even if
they were, there is almost no solid area in the images to predict. Another important item
to note is that enabling deterministic prediction improved the compression ratio in both
images by over 11%. This is compared to an average improvement of about 4.8% in the
text images.
It is worth noting that the JBIG algorithm could perform even better if an algorithm for
AT pixel movement were used. In the cunent implementation, an algorithm for auto
matic AT pixel placement is not used, however, it is possible to move the AT pixel to
any position within 16 pixels horizontally of the pixel being encoded. If an optimal po
sition for the AT pixel is known beforehand, the AT pixel can be moved to improve the
encoding performance. As an example,
since the width of the dither pattern in the first
test image is four pixels, the AT pixel can be moved to a position four pixels before the
pixel being encoded. When this is done in
sequential mode, the compression ratio im
proves from 6.04 to 10.34, or an improvement of 71%. In progressive mode, the
com-
presion ratio improves from 8.36 to 9.47, or an improvement of 13%.
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The two test images were also processed using the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 algo
rithms on a Sun Sparc 2. The result of the tests are summarized in tables 13 and 14. As
indicated in table 13, the compression ratios for both CCITT algorithms is less than one,
meaning that the encoded image is larger than the original image. For these same im
ages, the JBIG algorithm performed significandy better. On the order-dither image, the
JBIG algorithm compressed at a level similar to some of the complex text documents.
Even on the difficult error-diffused image, the JBIG algorithm provided a small amount
of compression.
When comparing the execution time for the algorithms, it is interesting to note that the
JBIG software, in sequential mode, was significandy faster than the previous CCJTT
standards, which exacdy the opposite of the situation for text documents. When com
paring the optimized version of JBIG with the unoptimized version, the optimized ver











1 0.83 0.71 6.04 8.36
2 0.5 0.46 1.76 1.34








Unoptimized JBIG Optimized JBIG
Seq. Prog. Seq. Prog.
1 16.78 36.02 20.4 62.6 9.93 26.58
2 3.66 5.06 4.2 12.3 2.40 5.00
Table 14 Comparison of halftone compression execution times
for binary image compression algorithms
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5 Conclusions
Several techniques have been developed to efficientiy implement, in software, the en
coding half of the JBIG binary image compression standard. The most important tech
niques are 1) a procedure for efficientiy building the required JBIG contexts by creating
columns of three pixels, and 2) procedures for efficientiy processing solid areas in the
resolution reduction algorithm, differential layer typical prediction algorithm, and the
lowest resolution layer arithmetic encoding algorithm. Techniques are also presented
for fast deterministic prediction, and improved handling of the conditional exchange
condition.
These techniques have been implemented in portable software and shown to be fully
JBIG compliant. They have been tested on several 32-bit computing platforms and the
execution times have been recorded. When compared with CCITT Group 3 and Group
4 compression algorithms on text documents, JBIG is found to perform significandy
better from a compression standpoint, although the JBIG software takes significandy
longer to execute. When the new optimized JBIG software is compared to the unopti
mized JBIG evaluation software, it is found be almost 3x faster on sequentially proc
essed images, and almost 5x faster on progressively processed images. On halftoned
images, JBIG compressed an ordered-dither image about lOx better than the older stan
dards, while on an error-diffused image it compressed about
4x better. It is also inter
esting to note that
for both halftoned images, the optimized JBIG software ran signifi
candy faster than the
CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 software. The optimized software
also ran about twice as fast as the unoptimized software, even though most of the opti
mization techniques are negated by the characteristics of the halftones.
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The JBIG algorithm was also tested in the presence of image noise. The speed of the
software was found to drop off significandy, especially in progressive transmissions. A
simple filtering concept was tested to show that noise could be removed so that the im
ages could be compressed without suffering the problem of reduced execution speed.
Conclusions 71
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Appendix A Block Diagrams of the JBIG
Compression Algorithm
The block diagrams in this appendix were taken from the JBIG specification [1]. They
illustrate the flow of information in the JBIG algorithm. The following table lists the
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Appendix B Routines for Reordering JBIG
Tables
B.1 Reordering Resolution Reduction Tables
The following routine is an example function to show how standard resolution reduction




* Call Parameters :
JBIG_reorder_rrtables
This function takes as input the standard JBIG
resolution reduction tables and creates new tables
that can be used in the optimized implementation.
The difference between the two tables is that
the bits in the index of the original table have
been shuffled around to form a new index that is
used for the reordered table.
original_table
reordered table
resolution reduction table as
defined in the JBIG spec.
new table for resolution reduction











?define RR TABLE_LENGTH 4096
void JBIG reorder_rrtables ( const unsigned char *original_table,
~~




Define a union between a long integer that can be used as an array index,
and a bit field that can be used to
reorder the bits in the index.
Note: The order of the bits in the bit field is
system dependent. This






















* For every possible index to the original table, a new index is
* created for the new table. The value of the original table is
* then copied to the new table.
*/
out.i = 0;






out . b . b4 = in.b.bl;







reordered table [ out.i ] = original_table[ in.i ];
return;
B.2 Reordering Deterministic Prediction Tables
The following routine is an example function to show how standard deterministic pre
diction tables can be combined and reordered to be used with the context ordering and







* Description: This function takes as
input the standard JBIG
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deterministic prediction tables and creates new tables
that can be used in the optimized implementation.
The difference between the tables is that the bits
in the index of the original table have been shuffled
around to form a new index that is
used for the reordered table.
* Call Parameters: phaseO_table - phase 0 DP table as defined in the
JBIG spec.
phasel_table - phase 1 DP table as defined in the
JBIG spec.
phase2_table - phase 2 DP table as defined in the
JBIG spec .
phase3_table phase 3 DP table as defined in the
JBIG spec.
reordered_table - new table for deterministic prediction
for use with the optimized context.
* Returns : nothing
Revision History
Author






?define DP TABLE LENGTH 4096
void JBIG_reorder_rrtables ( const unsigned char *phaseO_table,
const unsigned char *phasel_table,
const unsigned char *phase2_table,
const unsigned char *phase3_table,
unsigned char *reordered_table )
Define a union between a long integer that can be used as an array index,
and a bit field that can be used to reorder the bits in the index.
Note: The order of the bits in the bit field is system dependent. This
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The out variable is the index to the new reordered table. Take the
bits in out.i and rearrange them to create the variable in.i that is
used to index each of the JBIG standard tables for deterministic
prediction. The final value in the reordered_table is a number between
0 and 15 that indicates which combination of pixels should be encoded.
in.i = 0;














- 0 ; out.i < DP_TABLE_LENGTH
= out.b.blO;












reordered table [ out.i ] (phase0_table[ in.i ] < 2 ? 0 : 1) ;
in.i = 1;
in.b.bO = out.b.b7;




reordered_table[ out.i ] += (phase0_table [ in.i ] < 2 ? 0 : 4) ;
in.i = 1;
in.b.bO = out.b.b6;
reordered table[ out.i ] += (phasel_table [ in.i ] < 2 ? 0 : 8) ;
return;
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Appendix C Test Images
C.1 Original Test Images
On the following pages, the set of test images that were used to perform the evaluations
in Chapter 4 are printed. These images are the standard CCJTT test set and they are
described in the following table.
CCITT Image Description
1 typewritten letter
2 hand-drawn electrical schematic
3 typewritten invoice
4 typewritten French
5 line art and text
6 plot and graph
7 Chinese
8 handwriting and banner
Each of these images are 1728 pixels wide and 2376 pixels high. They are printed at a
resolution of 200 dots per inch.
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Permit me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.
In facsimile a photocell is caused to perforin a raster scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable communications link.
At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.
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L'ordre de lancement et de realisation des applications fait l'objet de decisions au plus haut
niveau de la Direction Generate des Telecommunications, n n'est certes pas question de
construire ce systeme int6gre "en
bloc"
mais bien au contraire de proceder par etapes, par
paliers auccessifs. Certaines applications, dont la rentabilite ne pourra etre assuree, ne
seront pas entreprises. Actuellement. sur trente applications qui ant pu etre globalement
definies, sixen sent au stade de l'exploitation. six autres se sont vu donner la priority pour
leur realisation.
Chaque application est confiee a un "chef de projet", responsable successivement de sa
conception, de son analyse-programmaticn et de sa mise en oeuvre dans une r6gion-pilote.
La generalisation ulterieure de Implication realisee dans cette r6gion-pilote depend des
resultata obtenus et fait l'objet d'une decision de la Direction Generate. N6anmoins, te
chef de projet doit des te depart considerer que son activite a une vocation nationale done
refuser tout particularisme regional, n est aide d'une equipe d'analystes-programmeurs
et entoure d'un "groupe de
conception"
charge de reaiger te document de "definition des
objectifs
globaux"
puis te "cahier des
charges"
de l'application, qui sont adresses pour avis
a tous les services utilisateurs potentiete et aux chefs de projet des autres applications.
Le groupe de conception comprend 6 a 10 personnes representant les services tes plus
divers concernes par te projet,et comporte obligatoirement un bon analyste attache a l'ap
plication.
H - L'IMPLANTATION GEOGRAPHIQUE D'UN RESEAU INFORMATIQUE PERFORMANT
L 'organisation de l'entreprise francaise des telecommunications repose sur l'existence de
20 regions. Des calculateurs ont ete implantes dans le passe au moins dans toutes les plus
importante8. Ontrouve ainsi des machines Bull Gamma 30 a Lyon et Marseille, des GE 425
a Lille, Bordeaux, Toulouse et Montpellier, un GE 437 a Massy, enfin quelques machines
Bull 300 TI a programmes cables etaient recemment ou sont encore en service dans les
regions de Nancy, Nantes, Limoges, Poitiers et Rouen ; ce pare est essentiellement utilise
pour la comptabilite teiephonique.
Al'avenir, site plupart des fichiers necessaires aux applications decrites plus haut peuvent
Btre geres en temps differ6, un certain nombre d'entre eux devront necessairement etre ac-
cessibtes, voire mis a jour en temps reel : parmi ces derniers le fichier commercial des
abotm68, le fichier des renseignements, te fichier des circuits, le fichier technique des
abonnes contiendront des quantites considerables d'informations.
Le volume total de caractferes a g6rer en phase finale sur un ordinateur ayant en charge
quelques 500 000 abonnes a ete estime ft un milliard de caracteres au moins. Au moins te
tiers des donnees seront concernees par des traitements en temps reel.
Aucun des calculateurs enumeres plus haut ne permettait d'envisager de tels traitements.
L'integrationprogressive de toutes les applications suppose la creation d'un support commun
pour toutes les informations, une veritable "Banque de donnees", repartie sur des moyens
detraitement nationaux et regionaux, et qui devra rester alimentee, mise a jour en perma
nence, a partir de la base de l'entreprise, e'est-ft-dire les chantiers, les magasins, les
guichets des services d'abonnement, les services de personnel etc.
L'etude des differents fichiers ft constituer a done perrais de definir les principales carac-
teristiques du reseau d'ordinateurs nouveaux a mettre en place pour aborder la realisation
du systfeme informatif. L'obligationdefaireappel a des ordinateurs de troisieme generation,
tr^s puissantset dotes de volumineuses memoires de masse, a conduit a en reduire substan-
tiellement le nombre.
L 'implantation de sept centres de calcul interregionaux constituera un compromis entre :
d'une part te desir de reduire le coot economique de 1 'ensemble, de faciliter la coordination
des equipes d'informaticiens; et d'autre part te refus de creer des centres trop importants
difficiles a gerer et ft diriger.et posant des probtemes deiicats de security. Le regroupe-
ment des traitements relatifs ft plusieurs regions sur chacun de ces sept centres permettra
de leur donner une taille relativement homogfene. Chaque centre
"gferera"
environ un mil
lion d'abonnes ft la fin du Vteme Plan.
Lamise en place de ces centres a debute au debut de l'annee 197 1 : un ordinateur IRIS 50 de
la Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique a ete install^ ft Toulouse en fevrier ; la
mime machine vient d'etre mise en service
au centre de calcul interregional de Bordeaux.
Cela est d'aotant ptut valable que Tbf est plus
griadAoetegaidUfiguie2repfeasnteuvrakcourbe




Dam ce cat, le filtre adapte poorra etre constitue,
cooformement A la figure 3, par la cascade :
d'an flltre pane beads de transfert unite pour
/ </</o+A/ et de traBsTert quasi nul pour
/</*/> /+&A *toe nemodifiant pa* la phase
dee compoMmtt le traversant ;
*- J L ' -*
Fto. 3
fikre stuvi d'une Ugee A retard (LAR) disper
sive ayant an temps de propagation de groupe 7*






telle ugne ft retard est donate par :
9-2*f T.d/
Et cette phase est bien
('oppose*
de 14(f),
ft un dephasage constant pres (sans importance)
et ft un retard To pres (inevitable).
Un signal utile 5(f) traversant un td filtre adapts
donne ft la sortie (ft un retard T0 pres et ft un depha
sage pres de la porteuse) un signal dont la tiansformee
de Fourier est reelle, constante eotre f0 et /0+A/.
et nulle de part et d'autre de /, et de /0+A/, e'est-
ft-dire un signal de frequence porteuse f9+^J2 et
dont l'envdoppe a la forme indiqaee ft la figure 5,
ou Ton a represente simultanement te signal Sf>).
et le signal 5t(0 correspondant obtenu ft la sortie
du filtre adapted On comprend le nora de recepteur
a compression d'impulsion donne ft ce genre de
fihre adapte : la largeur (a 3 dB) du signal corn-
prime etant egale ft 1/Af, le rapport de compression




Af > S MHi
Fw. 5
t(r*)
On saisit physiquement le phenomene de com
pression en reaUsant que lorsque le signal S(t) entre
dans la ligne ft retard (LAR) la frequence qui entre
la premiere ft I'instant 0 est la frequence basse /,
qui met un temps T9 pour traverser. La frequence/
T
entre ft I'instant t = (/-/0) et die met un temps
Af
T
T0-(/-/0) pour traverser, ce qui la fait ressortir
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C.2 Example of Resolution Reduction for Progressive
Transmission
On the following five pages, an example of an image as it would be displayed in a pro
gressive transmission system are presented. The first image represents a 12.5 DPI ver
sion of the image that would be displayed very quickly. Each successive image
repre
sents twice the resolution of the previous image, but takes longer to transmit. The final
(fifth) image is the original 200 DPI version of the image. These images are generated
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Permit ne to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.
In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over
the subject copy. Hie variations o print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
this signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable communications link.
At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.
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C.3 Examples of Images with Random Noise
In section 4.4 on page 63, an experiment was performed in which random noise was
added to the set of test images. In this experiment, noise levels of 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%,
0.3%, 1%, and 3% were simulated. Examples of these noise levels are given on the fol
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C.4 Examples of Noisy Images after Filtering
In section 4.4 on page 63, an experiment was performed in which random noise was
added to the set of test images. In this experiment, noise levels of 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%,
0.3%, 1%, and 3% were simulated. These images were then filtered to remove isolated
pixels. Examples of the filtered images for each of the noise levels are given on the fol
lowing six pages for one of the test images.
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Permit me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.
In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable communications link.
At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.
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C.5 Halftone Test Images
The images on the following pages are examples of halftoned images that are used in
section 4.5. These images are part of the
'Stockholm'
image set that was created for
testing the JBIG algorithm. The following table describes each of the images. The
name refers to the standard name of the image.
Image # Name Width (pixels) Height (pixels) Description
I S04A 3072 2048 halftoned sailboat
2 S09 1024 1024 error-diffused building
The first image is been rotated 90 degrees and printed at 400 dots per inch. The second
image is printed at 200 dots per inch.
Test Images
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